MSc in Gender History

→ **Specialist instruction in gendered analyses of the past.** Topics include feminism, sexualities, race, intersectionality, masculinities, trans approaches and patriarchy.

→ **Membership of an internationally renowned research centre**, engaged in collaborative research with institutions around the world.

→ **A programme of events** including research seminars, reading groups, a knowledge exchange workshop and an annual public lecture in global gender history.

| Individual supervision from world-leading scholars in the history of gender and sexualities. | Close ties with Glasgow’s world-class museums, galleries and libraries. | Research skills and methods equipping you for positions in heritage, education and third sector organisations. |

Contact [tanya.cheadle@glasgow.ac.uk](mailto:tanya.cheadle@glasgow.ac.uk) for more details

Apply via [https://www.gla.ac.uk/postgraduate/taught/genderhistory/](https://www.gla.ac.uk/postgraduate/taught/genderhistory/)
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